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Adding a unique twist to this renovation story is the fact one of the 

owners grew up in the house, her family having moved there when she was 
12. Today, this civil servant and her entrepreneur husband are raising their 
four young boys in the memory-filled home, which has hosted weddings, 
baptisms, Easter lamb roasts and many happy family gatherings.

She believes growing up in the house has given her a special advantage 
when preparing for the reno. Not only did she have first-hand experience 
living in the home to guide her when deciding what improvements were 
needed, she also had the added advantage of being able to call upon her 
parents (the home’s previous owners) to answer questions that arose 
during the renovation process. 

While many improvements were made to the home during the past 30 
years, the 1912 structure hadn’t experienced major renovations since 1979 
when the current owner’s parents first purchased the home. Now more 
than 30 years later, it was time for another set of changes including a new 
kitchen, new bathrooms, storage solutions for the master bedroom and 
a better traffic flow design for the main floor. But one guiding element in 
the renovation remained crucial; keep the character.
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Revival

A beautiful renovation story has unfolded 
in the heart of the Glebe in a roomy, 
century old home. Here, great pains were 
taken to keep character intact while 
making modern day improvements to 
meet the needs of the busy young family 
that lives there. 

A new kitchen was at the top of the renovation 
priority list. The owners who love to cook chose 

to exchange their kitchen table for a practical 
island with additional sink.

Continued on page 24
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room table is a period treasure that the owners recently found and had  
restored at Yardley’s.

This job was as much about form as it was function. The original 
main floor plan had a large living room that often went unused as it 
was sectioned off from the rest of the house. To improve the traffic flow, 
a second doorway was added to the living room, allowing for easier 
access between the kitchen, front foyer and one of the staircases that leads 
up to the bedrooms. The owners agree it was one of the best decisions  
they made. 

Steve Barkhouse of Amsted Design Build was hired for the project. 
“The home has a ton of character,” says Barkhouse. “Their goal was to make 
the renovation not look too new.”

Keeping that character alive could be daunting in a home that is 
defined as “Tudor revival,” a building style that derives from English 
architecture designs from the Tudor period of 1485-1558. In North 
America, the Tudor style has an almost medieval-look and can feature 
steep rooflines with ornate chimneys, exposed woodwork and dark 
interiors with dark wood finishes. 

Making a renovation not look obviously new can be challenging in 
an interior space such as this one. Take, for example, the dining room. 
Dominated by dark wood flooring, a dark Tudor-style oak table and dark 
beams lining a light-coloured ceiling, there was no question in the owners’ 
minds that new windows (by Astro Design Centre) had to be consistent 
and also have dark wooden frames and trim.

Matching the look extended to lighting as well. Many of the 
fixtures (some antique, some new) were purchased from Yardley’s 
Antiques. The majestic light fixture that hangs above the dining 

THIS PAGE: Timeless wallpaper 
graces the walls of the front hall 

where a beautiful arched entranceway 
welcomes you to the living room. 
OPPOSITE TOP: With the home’s 

improved traffic flow, the once 
underused living room now gets 

plenty of use by the entire family.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM, LEFT TO 

RIGHT: Decorative touches add 
warmth to the décor. A lovely fresh 

flower arrangement from Bloomfields 
Flowers with roses, parrot tulips and 
thistles adds a touch of texture and 

colour to the formal place setting. The 
large dining room features a Tudor-

style oak table that can seat up to 14 
people comfortably. The dark wood 

trim on the new windows is in keeping 
with the home’s original character.

Continued on page 26
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Another big change to the living room was the addition of larger 
windows. Not only did this give the once under-utilized room a boost of 
light, it also created an improved view of the backyard.

A new oak mantel above the fireplace was added to complement the 
look of the now highly-livable space. The homeowners say the fact their 
kids actually use the living room is a testament to the new and improved 
floor plan. “We’ve even found the boys taping their hockey sticks here,” 
they laugh. 

The Tudor revival style pauses at the kitchen, which was re-designed 
to suit a large modern-day family. The owners love to cook. A four-burner, 
plus grill, Wolf range is positioned across from a large 27-inch iMac 
screen, which is used not only as a homework station, but as a place to 
display recipes and participate in live family cooking via Skype.

“The kitchen has always been a gathering place for the family,” says 
one of the owners. “We’ve been putting it to the test and it works for us,” 
she says.

Barkhouse says the kitchen was planned for cooking and for easy 
cleanup. “We took advantage of all the space that was available to us,” he 
says. “Every angle has a point of interest.” 

TOP: The home is brimming with original detail 
including a beautiful stain glass window high 
above the oak staircase. LEFT: The two large 
closets and vanity look as though they were 
always part of the master bedroom but are in fact 
new additions to a once bare wall. RIGHT: The 
period home has a large foyer with a cosy nook 
and fireplace, which the owners still use today.

Continued on page 28
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Amsted Design Build also created a handsome coffered ceiling in 
the kitchen that was designed to intersect with a hanging light fixture 
above the island. Coordinating the electrical and plumbing alongside the 
woodwork proved to be quite a challenge, but the finished result, even 
with added pot lights and a new and subtly-placed AC vent, looks like it 
has been there for years.

Solid surface counters from Stone Design Concepts and plumbing 

fixtures from Mondeau Plumbing and the Electrical & Plumbing 
Store complete the image of a picture-perfect kitchen.

All in all, the homeowners say they are happy with the results of their 
renovation and are now busy enjoying the improvements with friends 
and family.

“It’s always been a real family house,” they say. “If a family has a place 
to get together, it will get together.” OH

On the second level, a beautiful  
en suite (RIGHT) and a second 

functional bathroom were created by 
reclaiming space from a linen closet, 
two bedroom closets and an existing 

long narrow bathroom. Interesting use
of tiles (World Mosaic) add to the 

classic appeal of both spaces.
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